MOTORISTS ASKED TO ABIDE TRAFFIC RULES

Panaji, December 15 2017
Agrahayana 24, 1939

According to the direction of Supreme Court Committee on Road Safety report recommending suspension of Driving License of the motorist committing following violation are being sent to concerned license issuing authority (RTA).

Driving at a speed exceeding the specified limit, Red light jumping, Carrying overload in goods carriages and carrying persons in goods carriages, Driving vehicle under the influence of drink and drugs, Using mobile phone while driving a vehicle.

During the year 2017, till November 30, 2017 total 3,834 reports have been sent to various License Issuing Authorities (RTA) for suspension of Driving License and till September 30, 2017 total 704 driving license have been suspended by the concerned RTA and in rest of the cases the process is on.

Traffic Police are also receiving clippings of traffic violations from Traffic Sentinels. Therefore all the motorists are requested to strictly abide by the traffic rules and ensure mobility with safety. In case of traffic violation listed above apart from traffic fine, they may lose their driving license for 3 months.